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Smartplace solutions bring your home 
its set of brain, sensors and actors! The 
system links them all via the 
smartphone apps, as one multiband 
integrated place called the smart home. 

At smart place, we �nd the sweet spot 
between the available smart solutions 
and your requirements with our 
top-notch devices, acquired from the 
world’s best smart systems companies.

The system is scalable and can be grown 
as per the needs and the budget. So you 
can also add more sensors and actors to 
your home to keep making it smarter in 
steps.

The solutions are very easy to use and 
are easy even to be installed as DIY. 

Make your home smart so you can get 
the most from it with the least possible 
e�ort.

Smart living start with SmartPlace.pk.

About smart life 
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 Control lighting and air conditioning 
from your phone and by voice

 Adjust the tone and color of your 
lighting to suit the mood

 Control appliances from your phone 
and by voice

 Request any music by voice command

 Increase safety in your home with 
instant noti�cations to your phone for 
smoke or carbon monoxide

 Save on energy bills

Featur� 

 Increase security in your home with a 
complete smart security system, and 
motion activated surveillance cameras

 See and speak to anyone at your front 
door from your phone, ensuring you 
never miss a delivery or a visitor
 
 Ensure peace of mind with instant 
smoke, �re or �ood noti�cations

 Geo-fencing with locations of smart 
home residents 

 Car and gate integration

Benefits

Wireless Modularity

Multiband 
Ecosystem

Superior 
Design

 Data safety 

 Plug & Play

 Voice control

 Remote access from anywhere

 Scalable and easy to install

 Monior and save energy

 Warranty & Technical support

Easy to use multiplatofrm GUI



Its an inv�tment 
Opting to smartify your home is an investment; take a look at the three key factors bringing 
biggest value and returns on your investment.

Secure your assets - Make your home Theft Proof
A smart home system ensures the safety and security of your home. At times you forget to 
lock your doors, your smart lock will detect it to lock automatically and ensuring security of 
your home from theft. Smart devices like surveillance cameras, motion sensors, and 
detectors keep you informed of all the activities happening around your home. 

Nothing is more important than the safety of your loved ones - 
Augment the Safety of your home and residents
Fire safety is another major reason why you should consider the idea of the home 
automation system. With the help of infrared sensors, �ammable gas detectors, and smoke 
detectors, you can keep your home safe from the danger of �re. These components are like 
the eyes and ears that keep your home safe from any sign of danger and alert if any 
unfavourable situation is suspected.

Save on your utility bills - Save money through Energy E�ciency
To curtail the expenses on utility bills, smart home options should be considerd to save 
money. The intelligent devices installed in your home will switch o� any un-attended 
appliances like TV, fans, lights, air-conditioner, and heater in your absence. The smart home 
system will learn your daily energy consumption pattern and act accordingly to minimize 
the bills. It will also notify in case any appliance is consuming excessive energy
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Top of the line products
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Smartplace.pk has picked products from global leaders in the 
smart home realm. Our packages feature products from Fibaro, 
Vera, Aeotech, Samsung SmartThings, Google, Apple, Amazon, 
and others.

Controller and Hub
The brain of the smart system, controller/hub integrates the 
sensors and actors to make management of your smart home 
system possible via your tablet, PC, and smartphone. 

Multisensors 6 in 1
Motion, light, temperature, and gas sensors are battery powered 
and completely wireless, and compatible with other devices. 

Relay 
Relays are installed in the standard wall switch box or wherever 
necessary to control electric devices like fans and lights. 

Smoke and Flood Detector 
The smoke and �ood detector instantly starts the alarm scene 
on detecting danger and immediately noti�es you on your 
connected device. 

Other Products include
The Button, CO detector, �ood detector, Fobkey, The Plug, 
Gesture Control, Door and window sensors, smart �lm, smart 
mirror and many more. 

Apple HomeKit

alexa
echo



6:45
Waking up Multimedia

Wake up to your favorite tunes or radio station and 
start your day with a better mindset.

8:00
Leaving the house Safety & protection 

Just a simple press of a button or tap in a mobile app 
and it’s done.

12:38
Away from home Safety & protection

Keep everything under control by using the smart 
home features.

16:25
Coming back home HVAC

Enjoy a perfect temperature in your house after 
getting back home.

18:40
Home theater Multimedia

Use a voice command to manage all devices and 
create a perfect movie surroundings.

20:00
Evening ritual Mood

Get your kids asleep with help of the sleep mode 
automation.

A day in smart living
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Transition to smart life
Technology has advanced at a swift pace 
that shows no signs of slowing down. 
Things that were previously only seen in 
science �ction are now a reality.

You don't have to be a billionaire to 
possess a smart house today, and building 
one won't take years. 

Whether you want to run your house 
through a central system or are content 
with app-based gadgets, the possibilities 
are endless.

Home automation began as thermostat 
was invented and has since grown to 
become one of the largest and 
fastest-growing technological markets. 

It may be used for home security, 
regulating appliances, monitoring energy 
usage, as a personal assistant, caring for 
the elderly or disabled, and much more.

Transition from brick and mortar structure 
to a smart home is remarkable; thanks to 
IoT and IFTTT technologies that 
transformed the whole landscape of home 
automation by reducing human 
interaction with the appliances.

Unlike past, today the home itself is an 
intelligent entity that can operate and 
regulate itself.  Using sensors to detect 
motion, facial recognition, voice 
commands, light, humidity and more, you 
can customize the operations of your 
home to amplify luxury and comfort.
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Smart home - A place that is 
cosy, functional and in your control
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Web:  www.hazwar.com 
Email:  info@hazwar.com
Tel:  +92 51 5733641
Fax:  +92 51 5733435

Address:
Hazwar Support Services
1963, Street 63, Phase 3,
Bahria Town, Rawalpindi-46220
Pakistan
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 Surveillance and security 
 Street lights management 
 Water distribution and metering 
 Cities monitoring and management 
 Buildings and malls management 

Extended smart solutions - Delivering enormous value


